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1. | Welcome Letter 

Dear Candidate,   

Many thanks for your interest in joining the Group Board at Prima Group (Prima). 

We currently own and manage over 2700 properties in the Liverpool, Sefton and Wirral 

areas, plus a small number in Llandudno providing a variety of homes for those in our 

communities.  We not only care about our customers but work hard to create vibrant 

neighbourhoods, guided by our simple vision to put our customers and communities first. 

Prima Group was formed when two community-based Housing Associations, Pierhead 

Housing Association (Prima PHA), Leasowe Community Homes (Prima Wirral) merged in 

2017 in order to deliver benefits to our customers and provide a strong platform for our future 

growth. Our group also includes a commercial entity, Prima Commercial, which owns 256 

commercial properties including key worker, student and retail units that generate income to 

support the Group’s social and charitable aims. 

Since Prima formed in 2017, our focus has been on embedding a single operating model and 

starting to deliver on the promises made in our business case to the Regulator for Social 

Housing.  We have completed an operational transformation project, resulting in more 

efficient and effective services delivered to customers and implemented revised structures 

that are proving to be fit for purpose, meeting the needs of our customers and compliant with 

the standards expected. 

In 2018, we undertook a comprehensive governance review and the Board agreed to 

implement a number of recommendations arising from this.  These included the decision to 

establish a Common Group Board to oversee the operations of both Registered Providers 

within the Group, along with the overall strategic direction.  The Board of Prima Commercial 

will remain in place alongside the Common Group Board with a continued focus on our 

commercial activities. 

We have recently undertaken an internal recruitment exercise and as a result, six of our 

existing board members will join the new Group Board, including a new Chair.  We are now 

looking for a small number of additional members with skills and experience that complement 

those that we already have, and are delighted that you are interested in the role. 

This is an exciting time to join us, as we build upon our strengths, drive the growth of the 

Group and continue to transform our organisation to deliver excellent levels of service to our 

customers.  Previous experience of the housing sector is not essential and we welcome 

applications from individuals with a range of specialist skills and experience.  In particular we 

are looking to appoint Board Members with experience in the areas of finance, asset 

management and development, community development and customer insight. 

This pack contains further information on Prima, and the role itself. I hope that you will find 

this information useful and should you wish for an informal and confidential discussion about 
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this opportunity, then please contact a team member at Altair, our retained recruitment 

advisors – contact details can be found in this pack.   

I wish you all the best in your application.  

Yours sincerely,  

 

John Ghader 
Chief Executive  
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2. | About Prima Group 

PHA was formed in 1971 and built up a portfolio of houses and flats throughout Merseyside. 

LCH was formed in 1999 when Wirral Borough Council transferred its homes to the 

Association. Joining together in April 2017, the two organisations provide general needs, 

sheltered, homes for older people, and supported housing as well as neighbourhood services 

to support sustainable communities in Wirral, Liverpool and Sefton. The group now has a 

turnover of £15m and owns and manages nearly three thousand properties  

Prima Commercial was established in February 2017 with the transfer of a portfolio of 256 

properties (including key worker, student and retail units) in June 2017. The aim of Prima 

Commercial is to generate additional surpluses to support the Group’s social and charitable 

aims. Since its inception, Prima Commercial has acquired eight ex-police authority houses, 

private rented properties and successfully negotiated the acquisition of 20 socially rented 

properties from another Registered Provider. It also manages Prima LCH's leasehold and 

commercial properties and Prima PHA’s shared ownership and residential leasehold 

properties. Prima Commercial delivers against the Group’s Growth and Development 

Strategy supported by the Group’s Treasury Management Strategy.  

Keen to make use of our financial strength we have a 5-year indicative development 

programme to deliver 327 affordable homes as well as 45 properties through our commercial 

subsidiary.  In February 2018 Prima successfully secured Investment Partners Status (IPS) 

from Homes England as part of their 2016-2021 Shared Ownership and Affordable Housing 

Programme. This will enable Prima Commercial to offer development services to CHANW 

members and other registered providers in the future.  

Our Transformation Project “Creating Conditions for Success” reviewed the vision, values 

and culture of the Group organisation, with staff, customers and board members, and led to 

the creation of a new single ‘operating model’ to take the business forward. During 2018-19 

these recommendations were implemented and embedded, supported by a new staffing 

structure across the Finance and Insight and Innovation Teams.  
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Our vision is:  

Creating vibrant neighbourhoods in which to live and work, where quality, affordable 

homes and services are at the heart of the communities. 

Our strategic objectives are focussed on our:  

Customers - A landlord of choice that delivers excellence for customers  

Partnerships - Deliver locally for the benefit of neighbourhoods and communities  

Business Transformation - A strong, viable, efficient and effective business  

Growth and Development - A Group that continues to grow and prosper and whose 

reputation is above that of its peers.  

Our values set out how we want to do things and focus on how we:  

▪ Put customers and communities first;  

▪ Be proud of what we do and strive to be better;  

▪ Respect others, work together and build partnerships;  

▪ Be creative, embrace change and learn from experience  

A copy of our current corporate plan is available at https://altairltd.co.uk/job/primaalt258 

We are proud of our financial strength and the way in which we are governed.  Having 

recently (December 2018) undergone an In-Depth Assessment from the Regulator of Social 

Housing, we retained the top regulatory rating of G1V1.  Based on the Group’s current strong 

financial position and anticipated value for money savings, the Board is confident that the 

strategy is viable and deliverable over the next five years. 

Having undergone a thorough review in 2018, we are in the process of aligning our 

governance structure to best meet the needs and objectives of the organisation.  We 

anticipate that this will be fully implemented by September 2019, including the establishment 

of a new Common Group Board, that will work with Prima Commercial Board and the 

following Board Committees to lead the Group strategy and oversee its’ activities: 

https://altairltd.co.uk/job/primaalt258
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3. | Role Profile 

3.1. | Role Description 

Title:     Group Board Member 

Responsible to:   Chair of Group Board 

Reporting relationships: Board members will report to the Chair.  

Hours:   Those necessary to fulfil the role but as a guidance 
approximately 12 - 15 days per annum.   

Tenure: Three-year terms for a maximum of nine years.  Note that the 
re-appointment of any Board Member will be subject to 
performance review in line with the Board Member appraisal 
process.  

Remuneration: £4,342 per annum (plus reasonable expenses in line with 
Prima policy).  Please note that Board Members who chair 
Board Committees will receive an uplift to this rate, as will the 
Vice-Chair. 

Purpose of the role 

Board Members direct, control and scrutinise the affairs of Prima Group in accordance with its 

objects and Rules and ensure that its functions are effectively, efficiently and economically 

performed. This will include working with non-executives and executives to develop and steer 

the strategic direction of the organisation to ensure that the organisation is governed in line 

with regulatory requirements.  

Overall Responsibilities 

Board Members have the following responsibilities: 

▪ Ensure that the Group complies with its governing documents, its chosen Code of 

Governance, legal and regulatory requirements. 

▪ Uphold the vision of Prima Group and participate in the development objectives that 

accord with these. 

▪ Support the Chair in providing strategic leadership. 

▪ Attend Group Board meetings regularly, making appropriate contributions to achieve 

objectives. 

▪ Provide advice, challenge and support to the executive team, within an effective working 

relationship. 
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▪ Review and monitor performance in relation to strategies, plans, budgets, controls and 

decisions. 

▪ Review the organisation’s controls and systems of risk management, to ensure that they 

are robust and defensible. 

▪ Scrutinise and review performance against agreed targets and budgets, including 

customer feedback and the performance of comparable organisations. 

▪ Participate in the Group Board and individual appraisal processes. 

▪ Promote continuous improvement, setting challenging targets for improving services. 

▪ Promote Prima Group through contact with communities, any relevant authorities and 

other bodies. 

▪ Ensure equality, diversity and inclusion is embedded in the organisation. 

▪ A commitment to personal development. 

Please note the Board Members may be required to serve on or chair a Board Committee, 

relevant to their skills and experience. 

3.2. | Person specification 

Personal values 

▪ Has a passion for the work of the Group with focus on our customers and communities 

▪ Has a high level of self-awareness and takes responsibility for their own learning 

▪ Good judgement and common sense 

▪ Clear about and comfortable with the role of non-executives in business 

▪ Values a diverse board and organisation 

Competencies 

▪ Thinks strategically - plans and sets direction; sees the bigger picture; assesses a wide-
range of factors which influence the business and weighs up risks.  

▪ Communicates effectively with a diverse range of people, listens and respects alternative 
views, is open and participative and able to influence others. 

▪ Is analytical - able to assimilate, analyse and critically evaluate complex information; able 
to reach unbiased, logical conclusions. 

▪ Makes decisions - holding self and others to account, accept collective responsibility and 
delegate authority appropriately. Use good judgement and common sense. Considers the 
customers’ perspective in all decision- taking. 

▪ Willing to challenge and question constructively and fairly, unafraid to probe deeply. 

▪ Demonstrates independence of thought but is able to facilitate collective decision-making 
and support the decision of the Board. 

▪ Shows leadership - Inspire others, lead and motivate people.  Challenges unacceptable 
behaviour of others. 
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▪ Problem solving and decision making – explores solutions and decisions as part of a team; 
has a strategic track record. 

Knowledge 

Essential 

▪ Board director level experience or senior governance experience 

▪ Good understanding of the social, economic and political environment in which our 
organisation operates 

▪ Strategic leadership and business planning experience (including objective setting and 
performance monitoring) in an organisation of at least a comparable size to the Group 

▪ Experience of risk-based decision making at a senior level 

▪ Experience of business change, growth and development at a senior level 

▪ Knowledge and experience of at least two or more of the following areas: 

 Business assurance (e.g. knowledge and experience of internal controls and 
assurance frameworks) 

 Governance, regulation and compliance (e.g. worked within the regulated sector, 
good understanding and awareness of the RSH Regulatory Framework) 

 Diversity and inclusion (e.g. experience of applying equality and inclusion best 
practice in the workplace) 

 Understands the customer (e.g. experience of working in a customer focused 
industry and delivering customer service, experience of using customer insight to 
inform decisions)  

 Community development, financial inclusion and social enterprise (e.g. 
experience of supporting communities, understanding of how community 
initiatives fit into overall strategy) 

 Commercial awareness (e.g. experience of working in the commercial sector, 
aware of how the market may impact on strategic plans) 

 Insight (e.g. experience of working in business intelligence, understands use of 
market and trend data, can drive analyse and apply business data) 

 Asset management and development (e.g. senior level experience of asset 
management and development, can contribute to monitoring of local projects and 
developments, able to monitor delivery of repairs and maintenance services) 

 Financial management and skills (e.g. relevant professional qualification, 
experience of managing finance in an organisation, experience of responsibility 
for large budgets, stress testing, treasury management) 

 Risk analysis and management (e.g. practical experience of risk management 
such as setting and monitoring operational risks, awareness of sector and 
environmental risks). 

Please note that we particularly welcome applications from candidates with 
experience in finance (with a relevant professional qualification), asset 
management, housing development and customer insight. 
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Capacity 

▪ Sufficient time to fulfil the role and flexibility to deal with unforeseen situations 

▪ No significant actual or perceived conflict of interest with the Group’s work 

Eligibility 

▪ Must be 18 or over 

▪ Must meet the “fit and proper persons test” as set out by HMRC for all persons who manage 
or exert influence over the activities and financial assets of a charity 

▪ Must not be suffering from any mental disorder (as defined by section 1 of the Mental Health 
Act 1983 as amended) 

Must not have a conflict or duality of interest which could jeopardise their ability to act at all 

times in the best interests of the organisation. 

4. | Recruitment Timetable 

Project stage  Date  

Closing date  9am Wednesday 24th July 2019 

Longlisting decision w/c 29th July 2019 

Preliminary interviews (telephone)  w/c 5th August 2019 

Shortlisting decision w/c 12th August 

Final interview w/c 26th August 2019 

Formal appointment September 2019 

  
If you will be unavailable during any of the preliminary or final interview periods 
above, please contact a member of the Altair team as soon as possible (details 
overleaf).  
 

 

5. | Further Information 

For an informal and confidential discussion about these roles, please contact one of our 

retained advisors at Altair Ltd:  

▪ Sarah Palmer, Head of Executive Search and Interim Management –                  

mobile: 07806 602933, email: sarah.palmer@altairltd.co.uk 

▪ Sarah Parr, Principal Consultant -                                                                           
mobile: 07766 563068, email: sarah.parr@altairltd.co.uk    

mailto:sarah.palmer@altairltd.co.uk
mailto:sarah.parr@altairltd.co.uk
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6. | How to Apply 

To apply for a Board Member position at Prima, please visit 

https://altairltd.co.uk/job/primaalt258 and complete our online registration form, attaching the 

following documentation (please save your documents with your surname first, followed by 

your first name and description of the file):  

A detailed CV of no more than 2,000 words, including details of positions held and dates 

(including achievements of relevance to a non-executive position)  

A supporting statement of no more than 2,000 words, explaining your motivation in 

applying for this position at Prima and addressing how you meet the competencies outlined 

in the Person Specification  

A completed skills matrix numerically assessing your ability against each of the skill areas 

specified in the Person Specification (attached at Appendix 2; a Word version is available on 

our website)  

Full contact details (name, job title, organisation, phone and email) for two 

referees (including your current employer if applicable). Please note that we will not take up 

references without your prior permission  

A completed Recruitment Monitoring Form (attached at Appendix 3; a Word version is 

available on our website)  

 The closing date for applications is 9:00am, Wednesday 24 July 2019. 

The job reference code is ALT258.  

Your application will be acknowledged and treated with strictest confidence.  

 

https://altairltd.co.uk/job/primaalt258
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Appendix 1 - Group Board Meeting Dates 

Board meetings are currently scheduled for:  

▪ 17 – 18 October 2019 (Board away day) 

▪ Wednesday 13 November, 5.30 – 7.30pm 

Future meeting dates to be agreed but meetings will be held bi-monthly. 
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Appendix 2 – Skills Matrix 

The matrix below sets out the skills and experience required collectively from the Board of Prima Group. This is used to inform 

recruitment, Board composition, training and development plans and succession planning. 

Applicants are required to self-asses their skills and experience in each area below, based on a scale of 1 – 5 as follows: 

1 I have very little knowledge of this area 

2 I understand what people are talking about – I would usually understand what an expert was saying 

3 I would be able to ask sensible questions of an expert 

4 I would consider myself very knowledgeable in this area, and would be able to challenge an expert 

5 I am professionally qualified or have substantial experience in this area 

 

Skill Area Skill/Competency 1-5 

Business Assurance 

Experience of informing and driving the system of internal controls  

Experience of developing an assurance framework and/or monitoring an assurance 

framework 

 

Experience of contributing to the successful delivery of audits  

Governance, Regulation and 

Compliance  

A good understanding and awareness of the RSH’s Regulatory Framework  

Experience of working within a regulated sector  

Experience of applying and monitoring regulation  

Experience of setting and reviewing governance arrangements such as code of 

governance and scheme of delegation 

 

Knowledge of best practice with regards to health and safety compliance and 

experience of overseeing this at a senior level 

 

Diversity and Inclusion 

Experience of applying equality and inclusion best practice in the workplace  

Understands and has a good awareness of key issues relating to diversity and 

inclusion 
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Experience of monitoring delivery of equality and inclusion policies  

Understands the Customer 

Experience of delivering customer service  

Experience of working in a customer focused industry  

Experience and understanding of using customer intelligence and insight to inform 

decisions and future strategy  

 

Experience of setting and monitoring customer engagement and feedback 

mechanisms 

 

Community Development, 

Financial Inclusion and Social 

Enterprise 

Experience of working with communities to achieve strategic objectives   

Understanding of how local community natives fit into the overall strategy of an 

organisation  

 

Commercial Awareness 

Experience of working in the commercial sector  

Understands the impact of operating a commercial business in a regulated and 

changing environment 

 

Experience of making key decisions about development and new business  

Awareness of the market, business and operating environment and the potential 

impact on strategic plans, especially locally based elements of the plans 

 

Insight 

Experience of using of market and trend data to inform decisions  

Experience of driving, analysing and applying business data  

Experience of working at a high level in business intelligence   

Asset Management and 

Development 

Experience of developing an asset management strategy   

Experience of using options appraisals on major strategic projects, ensuring all 

relevant factors are taken into account 

 

Understanding of the development process and able to contribute to the monitoring of 

projects and developments  

 

Experience of assessing and monitoring the delivery of repairs and maintenance 

services 

 

Experience of overseeing development plans and operations  

Financial Management and Skills Professional financial qualification   
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Experience of setting financial policies and procedures to ensure robust financial 

systems and processes  

 

Experience of managing finance in an organisation at a senior level  

Experience of setting and monitoring budgets  

Experience of treasury management, including obtaining new funding facilities and 

monitoring covenant compliance 

 

Experience of undertaking stress testing of financial plans  

Risk Analysis and Management 

Experience of establishing a risk management framework  

Experience of setting and monitoring high level strategic and operational risks   

Experience of establishing the risk appetite of an organisation  

Good understanding and awareness of risk management  

Awareness of sector and environmental risks  
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Appendix 3 - Recruitment Monitoring Forms 

The information in this section is used for monitoring purposes only. Please tick the relevant box 

below. 

White 

  

Mixed  Asian or Asian 

British  

Black or black 

British  

Chinese or other 

ethnic group  

British 

  

 White and black 

Caribbean  

 Indian   Black 

Caribbean  

 Chinese   

Irish   White and Black African   Pakistani   Black African   Other ethnic 

group  

 

Other 

white  

 White and Asian   Bangladeshi   Other Black     

  Other mixed   Other Asian   

 

    

 

Gender 

 

Male 

 

 

 

Female 

 

 

  

Do you live or want to live in a gender other than assigned at birth? 

 

Yes 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

 

Prefer not to say 

 

 

 

Marital Status 

       

Single 
 

Married 
 

Civil 

Partnership 
 

Widowed 
 

Divorced 
 

Prefer not to 

say 
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Age Group 

              

Under 

20 
 

21-29 
 

30-39 
 

40-49 
 

50-59 
 

60-and 

over 
 

Prefer not to 

say 
 

Sexual Orientation 

 

Heterosexua

l 
 

Homosexual 
 

Bisexual 
 

Prefer not to say 
 

Religious Belief 

 

Please indicate your religion or belief: 

      

Atheism 
 

Islam 
 

No Religion 
 

Buddhism 
 

Jainism 
 

Other 
 

Christianity 
 

Judaism 
 

Prefer not to say 
 

Hinduism 
 

Sikhism 
 

  

Disability 

A person has a disability under the Equality Act 2010 if he/she has a physical or mental impairment which has a 

substantial and long term adverse effect on his/her ability to carry out normal day to day activities.  “Long term” is 

defined as has lasted, or is expected to last, for 12 months.  Do you consider yourself to be a disabled person? 

 

Yes 
 

No 
 

Prefer not to say 
 

 

If answering yes then please give details of your disability below: 
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Signature: ___________________________________ 

 

Name: ______________________________________ 

 

Date: ___________________ 
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Recruitment advertising monitoring details 

 

How did you find out about this opportunity?  

  

  Please indicate “YES” as appropriate  

Altair website/email bulletin    

Approached directly by Altair    

Housingnet News  

Prima website    

LinkedIn    

Online browsing    

Twitter    

Women on Boards    

Word of mouth    

OTHER (please specify)    
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Appendix 4 - Recruitment Advert 

 
Group Board Member, Prima Group 

£4,342 per annum plus expenses  
Board meetings held in Liverpool  
 

The Prima Group currently own and manage over 2700 properties in the Liverpool, Sefton 

and Wirral areas, plus a small number in Llandudno. As a housing association we provide 

homes for families, single people, over 55’s, students, key workers and shared ownership 

homes.  

Ensuring our customers have a good place to live that is safe, warm and secure is important 

to us, but we aim to do more than that. We care about our customers, working to create 

vibrant neighbourhoods, guided by our simple vision to put our customers and 

communities first. 

Formed in 2017 through an amalgamation of Pierhead Housing Association and Leaseowe 

Community Homes, the Group also now includes a commercial subsidiary which owns and 

manages over 250 commercial properties, that generate income to support the Group’s 

social and charitable aims. 

We are currently looking for suitably qualified and experienced Board Members to join our 

Group Board.  This will be a newly formed common board with specific oversight over the 

activities of both of the Registered Providers within the Group, in addition to overall 

responsibility for setting the Group’s strategic direction. 

As this is a new board, we are seeking to appoint 3-5 new members and are particularly 

keen to receive applications from qualified finance professionals and those with experience 

in asset management, housing development and customer insight.  Experience of the 

housing sector is not essential and we are keen to ensure that we have a diverse board with 

a breadth of experience, shared values and a commitment to the purpose of the Group. 

For further information please visit https://altairltd.co.uk/job/primaalt258 and review the 

recruitment pack. If, having read the recruitment pack, you would like an informal and 

confidential conversation please contact: 

Sarah Palmer, Head of Executive Search and Interim Management - 07806 602933, 

sarah.palmer@altairltd.co.uk or  

Sarah Parr, Principal Consultant – 07766 563068, sarah.parr@altairltd.co.uk 

The closing date for applications is 9:00am, 24 July 2019. 

https://altairltd.co.uk/job/primaalt258
mailto:sarah.palmer@altairltd.co.uk
mailto:sarah.parr@altairltd.co.uk
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